Nik Iwaniw presents:
The Importance of Nuclear Medicine from a Clinical Perspective

Sponsored by: Universal Medical
Nik Iwaniw, MM, CNMT, RT(N), is the Vice President of Corporate Quality & Customer Support Services/Clinical Support Specialist at Universal Medical. Nik received his Bachelor of Science in Nuclear Medicine Technology, as well as a Masters of Management, from Aquinas College.

WEBINAR AGENDA: During this 60-minute Webinar attendees will learn:
• What is Nuclear Medicine and how it assists in managing diseases.
• Nuclear Medicine’s contribution to quality patient care and a positive patient experience.
• Understanding terminology and procedures utilized in clinical Nuclear Medicine and what they mean for the HTM.
• Why excellent equipment maintenance contributes to positive disease outcomes.
• The significance of a collaborative effort to maintain equipment quality resulting in accurate diagnoses.

TechNation would like to thank our sponsor Universal Medical!

TechNation would like to thank our sponsor Universal Medical. Universal Medical has nurtured a business philosophy founded on offering comprehensive nuclear medicine equipment services at a reduced price. Universal Medical’s products and services include, NEW and reconditioned nuclear imaging systems, quality parts, excellent equipment service, training courses for health care technology managers, camera system moves, technical and clinical support, flexible financing options, and more.

Visit www.uni-med.com for more information.
DON'T MISS THE WEBINAR WEDNESDAY’S Q&A
Our presenters will end today’s webinar with a Q&A session. If you have a question, please submit it early by emailing webinar@mdpublishing.com.

All questions will be addressed at the end of today’s presentation or the presenter will follow up with you offline.

SMILE – SNAP – AND SHARE!
We love seeing photos of the TechNation Community! Send a photo of you or your department participating in this week’s Webinar Wednesday to webinar@mdpublishing.com. Submissions will be used for the magazine, website and social media so smile, snap a photo and share with us!

Use our hashtag
#TECHNATIONWEBINARWEDNESDAY
on Facebook and Twitter

“I find TechNation Webinars highly educating and informative; I simply love it. It makes me a smarter BioMed!”
-Alero O.

“TechNation webinars are an excellent resource for continuing education credits. We have found them to answer some of the questions we have had for specific equipment management, and the discussions on regulations and latest rules have been useful as well. Keep up the good work TechNation”
- Leroy S.
WHAT IT INCLUDES
• Over 30 hours of accredited CE education
• Over six hours of exhibit hall time to meet with over 100 world-class vendors! Lunch provided each day during exhibit hall hours.
• World-class exhibit hall featuring latest technology, products and services
• Industry-leading speakers covering hottest topics in HTM, compliance, IT, management and equipment service
• The industry’s best networking events to connect and share best practices with other leading HTM professionals
• MD Expo annual awards presentation
• Joint Commission Keynote Address covering regulatory updates
• The opportunity to win great door prizes donated by exhibiting vendors.
• Admission to the Wrap-up Party at Margaritaville

$100 VALUE
VIP INVITATION
(FOR HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES ONLY)

VIP Pass Compliments of:
TechNation Webinar Wednesday

ENTER PROMO CODE: 16MDEWebinarWed

REGISTER ONLINE TODAY AT
WWW.MDEXPOSHOW.COM